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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor:

Based on the comments we received, the manuscript was carefully revised. We must thank you and all other reviewers for the critical feedback. We feel lucky that the valuable comments helped us with the improvement of our manuscript. Please do forward our heartfelt thanks to these experts.

Below you will find our point-by-point responses to the comments/ questions:

1. Please remove the informed consent and response letter attachments, as they are no longer required at this stage.

   We have removed the informed consent and response letter attachments, thank you for your suggestions and tips.

2. Please ensure that all attachments are in English language only

   We make sure that all attachments are in English language only.

3. Thank you for confirming that written informed consent was received. In the Ethics approval and consent to participate subsection please provide the clarifying detail that consent was obtained from patients in written form via signed document.
This article was approved by Ethics Committee of Harbin Medical University Cancer Hospital and was carried out in accordance with the World Medical Association Helsinki Declaration.

Written informed consent was obtained from all participants and the study was conducted according to the bylaws of the institution. We abide by all ethical considerations and keep the patients’ personal information confidential.

These can be seen in the Ethics approval and consent to participate section.

4. At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

We have uploaded the manuscript as required. Thank you very much for your suggestion and make my manuscript more perfect. We really want to publish this article in BMC Pharmacology and Toxicology. This will be our pleasure. Thank you.